
Courage
Mystery Bag   

Take turns finding five small objects to put in a bag (draw string bags work well since 
you can make the opening fit just over your child’s arm so they cannot see inside.)  
Have a child choose one object, feel it in their hand without taking it out of the bag, 
and have a guess at what it is.  Then take it out to see what it is. Encourage them for 
using their courage for guessing!  Let them find objects and have you guess.

Standing up for Ourselves

Have the children role play in pairs, with one child playing with an object that another 
child wants to play with. Teach them to say gracefully, “I am playing with this right now 
but when I’m done, I will give it to you.”  Talk about how sharing doesn’t mean you 
give everything away but you work together to find a solution if you both want to use 
something.

Courage in the Dark

Make a cave by draping blankets over chairs.  Go inside with a flash light and 
talk about facing fear.  Everyone is afraid sometimes, but we can find courage in 
ourselves to do what we need to.

The Courageous Explorer Game

Explore a new land/room and create obstacles and ask the children to come up with 
solutions (finding a boat to sail,  surviving in stormy weather, getting ashore, rivers to 
cross, etc.)

Courage in Learning

Gather five bean bags, small balls, or even balled up scrap paper.  Put a basket, 
bucket, or box and have a child stand one or two feet away to throw the items in.  
Move the receptacle back a foot or two until it is harder for the child but still possible. 
Talk about how it takes courage to do your best and that it also takes courage to try 
again when you fail.



Courage
Speaking with Courage

Choose a situation children can practice courage in (ex. Saying hi to a new person, 
climbing up a ladder, riding a bike.)  Have them draw a picture of it and discuss the 
situation and how they might like to practice courage. Write down affirmations they 
can use such as, “I am strong,” “I can do it,” “I work hard,” “I can find courage inside 
myself to try new things.”

Standing up with Courage

Invite the children to stand up with courage and confidence in front of the class or 
family members and say their name, their age and either sing a song or name three 
things they like to do.

The children are encouraged to stand straight and speak with a loud and clear voice.


